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Description The archive of Zenon was found by sebbakh diggers in Gharabet el-Gerza (Philadelpheia). 
The first text surfaced in 1911 in London and Strasbourg (Pap. Lugd. Bat. XX 46, 
fragment), but the major part was sold on the antiquities market from about 1914 onwards.1 
The Egyptian museum in Cairo acquired the bulk resulting in the publication of five 
volumes by the director C.C. EDGAR (P. Cairo Zen.). Further Zenon papyri found their way 
to collections in Europe (e.g. London, Florence, Manchester) and the USA (e.g. New York). 
With its more than 1800 texts, the Zenon archive is the largest archive of Ptolemaic times. 
Many texts are well preserved and some were still folded and sealed; others are mere 
fragments (e.g. the Giessen collection, most recent publication). The archive was probably 
kept in a certain order, hence the sellers sold bundles of papyri to several collections such as 
that of the British Museum (Library) and the original groupings are not all lost. Fragments 
which must have fallen off while handling the texts, were sold separately to collections such 
as that of Giessen and Cairo University (CLARYSSE 2009).  

The major part are Greek texts;2 only ten texts are Demotic and fourteen bilingual. Some 
texts are still unpublished and new fragments still surface, some of them to be joined to 
published papyri.3 The archive has been puzzled together by a team under the direction of 
PESTMAN (1980) resulting in A Guide to the Zenon archive, which also provides a 
typological and chronological survey, a prosopography and several indexes. New Zenon 
texts and addenda et corrigenda to published ones are listed by CLARYSSE (online pdf). 

 SUBSECTIONS OF THE ARCHIVE 

Zenon, son of Agreophon, was born about 285 BC in Kaunos, a Carian city, which he left to 
pursue a career in Egypt. Zenon was at first a business representative and private secretary 
of the dioiketes or minister of finances Apollonios. Later he became the manager of an estate 
of Apollonios in Philadelpheia. This function he combined with private entrepreneurship all 
over the Arsinoites. His career in Egypt is well illustrated and can be divided into four 
phases corresponding to the main subsections of his archives.4 

  

                                                
1 C.C. Edgar, ‘On the dating of early Ptolemaic papyri’, ASAE 17 (1917), p. 209 and ‘Selected papyri from the archive 
of Zenon (Nos. 1-10), ASAE 18 (1918), p. 159. 
2 For language studies of Zenon texts, see e.g., T.V. EVANS, ‘Identifying the Language of the Individual in the Zenon 
Archive’, in T.V. EVANS / D.D. OBBINK (eds.), The Language of the Papyri, Oxford, 2010, p. 51-70 
3 E.g., W. Clarysse / C. Gallazzi / N. Kruit, ‘Three Joins from the Zenon Archive’, AncSoc 30 (2000), p. 5-27.  
4 Compare the six periods in Pestman 1980, p. 171. For the description of the four phases of the archive, we rely 
heavily on Clarysse / Vandorpe 1995.  
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 Phase I – Earliest texts & Zenon as a representative of Apollonios in Palestine5  

Earliest texts (before Zenon?):6 April / May 263 till May 261 BC 
Zenon as a representative: Oct. / Nov. 261 till April 258 BC 

Three texts date to the period before Zenon appears on the stage, an account of corn 
allowances concerning Apollonios’ household (P. Cairo Zen. IV 59671) and two letters 
containing instructions by Apollonios on the export of grain from Syria (PSI IV 324 and 
325). They were probably part of the Alexandrian dossier (see below). 

Zenon is first attested in a letter sent to him by Apollonios at the end of 261 BC (P. Cairo 
Zen. V 59801). One year later, in November 260, Zenon is about to leave Egypt for 
Palestine, where he tours around as a business representative of Apollonios. Palestine was at 
that time in the hands of the Ptolemies, but the area was contested by the Seleucid kings. 
The two royal houses waged several wars in the third and second centuries BC, and in 260 
the second war was about to start. This inspection trip was probably connected with the 
threat of war. Zenon, however, does not have an official function: he is a representative of 
the minister and a business agent for his private enterprises. At the same time Zenon makes 
some money for himself, e.g. in the flourishing slave trade. His journey starts in the coastal 
town Stratonos Pyrgos (later Caesarea) and he visits a.o. Jerusalem, Jericho, the territory of 
sheikh Toubias in the Ammanitis, and Qadesh. He also pays a visit to the estate of 
Apollonios in Baitanata and ends his trip at the coast in Ptolemais Akko ca. June 259. 
During a second journey he travels around in Idumaea. 

Meanwhile in Egypt, in November or December 259, Apollonios receives a huge estate of 
10.000 arouras (2750 hectares) in the north-eastern Arsinoites. In December of that same 
year Apollonios inspects his new domain. Near the domain, the village of Philadelpheia was 
founded in honour of the deceased queen Arsinoe, or, an existing hamlet “the sycomores” 
was transformed into a village with a new residential area, where some high officials would 
build a country residence (ORRIEUX 1985, p. 131-133). 

In this phase, the following parts of Zenon's archive came into being (see App. 1): 

- The Palestinian dossier (3%): correspondence, accounts, contracts, ... that Zenon kept 
during his journey. 

- The Alexandrian dossier (1,7%): Before Zenon's departure and during his absence this 
small dossier is kept in the capital Alexandria, where Apollonios has his headquarters. 
Later on it is incorporated by Zenon in his own archive. This dossier is continued in the 
next phase of Zenon's career. 

  

                                                
5 For the texts of this phase, see Pestman 1980, p. 171-173, first and second period; see also Durand 1997, who 
brought together a Syrian or Palestinian dossier, composed of texts related to Zenon’s journeys in the area (period 
263-261 BC) and of texts dating to the period when Zenon was back in Egypt, but which come from or are related to 
Palestine (261-252 BC). 
6 It is not clear how P. Cairo Zen. I 59001 of 274/273 BC fits into the archive. 
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 Phase II - Zenon on inspection in the Delta as secretary of Apollonios7 

Sept. 258 till April / May 256 BC 

In the spring of 258 Zenon returns to Egypt, probably because of the war with Syria. The 
next two years he accompanies Apollonios on two inspection trips through the Nile Delta. 
Zenon is now part of the vast staff of the minister of finances. He acts as Apollonios' private 
secretary and agent. We do not know when exactly Zenon joined the group nor whether he 
accompanied it continuously. Anyway in the beginning of October he visits Apollonios' new 
estate in the Arsinoites. He travels over Krokodilopolis to Memphis, Berenikes Hormos 
(near Heliopolis), Boubastos, Leontopolis and Mendes, where he is joined by Apollonios 
shortly before 10 April 257. For on 15 April the king celebrates his birthday not as usual in 
his residence in Alexandria or in Kanopos, but in Mendes, from where it is easier to follow 
the war in Syria. Afterwards Apollonios and Zenon go to Memphis, where they attend the 
festival for the accession of the king on 28 April. On 9 May Panakestor, a Carian like 
Zenon, becomes the manager of Apollonios' estate in Philadelpheia. Zenon spends the 
summer of 257 in the cool Alexandria. In the autumn he travels again in the Delta, but in the 
winter we lose sight of him. The reason for this we find in a friendly letter of the banker 
Promethion: 'I suffered anxiety when I heard of your long protracted illness, but now I am 
delighted to hear that you are convalescent and already on the point of recovery.' (PSI IV 
333, 1-3) At that moment, end of February 256, Zenon is recovering from his illness 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Philadelpheia. 

In this phase, the following parts of Zenon's archive came into being (see App. 1): 

* The Alexandrian dossier (continued) (14,6%): Zenon himself now continues this dossier 
during his inspection tours and it grows considerably. Since Zenon is the secretary of 
Apollonios, he includes a lot of letters addressed to his superior. 

* The Panakestor dossier (4,4%): Quite a few documents inform us on Apollonios' estate in 
this period. They came to us through three different dossiers or archives: (1) The dossier of 
Panakestor himself, which later on comes into the hands of his successor Zenon (PESTMAN 
1980, p. 175). Hence letters sent by Zenon to Panakestor come again into the possession of 
Zenon. (2) The above-mentioned Alexandrian dossier kept by Zenon, with a.o. letters 
addressed to Panakestor. (3) The archive of the engineers Kleon and Theodoros, responsible 
for public works in the nome (ArchID 122). 

  

                                                
7 For the texts of this phase, see Pestman 1980, p. 173-175, third period. 
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 Phase III - Zenon as manager of Apollonios' estate8 

April/ May 256 till 248/247 BC 

After his illness Zenon settles in Philadelpheia, the village near Apollonios' estate. Archival 
and other documents illustrate well the irrigation system crucial to bring land near the desert 
under cultivation; a well-kown text, which does not belong to the Zenon archive though, 
contains detailed indications of the dykes and canals to be constructed and shows a rough 
plan of the estate, which has a quadrangular form.9 For the government initiated a large scale 
project for land reclamation by extensive irrigation works in the Arsinoites and the minister 
wants his estate to become a model for the thousands of Greeks who received land in the 
region as officials, soldiers or farmers. He supervises a.o. the planting of new species of 
grain and trees and the urbanisation of the village. A number of high officials such as 
Apollonios' personal physician Artemidoros and the vice-minister of finances Diotimos, 
have villas built there. By end April or early May 256 Zenon is in charge of this estate, 
while his predecessor Panakestor is transferred to Memphis. Zenon will perform this task for 
some eight years. At first the minister follows the affairs closely and he orders the 
production of goods for the quickly expanding Greek market in Egypt and Alexandria. But 
after some three years this personal involvement diminishes and he leaves the management 
for the greater part to Zenon. Zenon, on the other hand, concentrates himself more and more 
on the management of his personal possessions. His contacts with Alexandria become rare, 
although he still travels to the capital a few times. 

In this phase, the following parts of Zenon's archive came into being (see App. 1): 

* Zenon's personal papers: see phase IV. 

* Zenon's dossier of the estate (48,7%): This is the largest dossier of the archive. Apollonios' 
initial interest for his huge domain is reflected in an abundant correspondence, while his 
gradual distancing is shown by the letters that are sent more sporadically.  

Within the official papers of the estate, one can distinguish the following phases: 

- May 257 - May 256: dossier of the manager Panakestor (PESTMAN 1980, p. 175); 
- May 256 - 254/253: Zenon becomes manager. Among the papers of the estate we find 

numerous letters from Apollonios; 
- 253/252 - 250/249: from this period only three letters from Apollonios are preserved, 

dating to 251 (P. Lond. VII 1990; P. Mich. Zen. 48; PSI V 514); 
- 249/248 - 248/247: letters of Apollonios are lacking and papers dealing with the estate 

become scarce. 

  

                                                
8 For the texts of this phase, see Pestman 1980, p. 175-178, fourth period. 
9 Pap. Lugd. Bat. XX Suppl. A, which has been extracted from mummy cartonnage from Ghoran; Clarysse / 
Vandorpe 1995, chapitre 5; P. Kleon, introduction, forthcoming 
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 Phase IV - Zenon as 'residing stranger' in Philadelpheia and the goodbye10 

248/247 till end 229 BC 

Somewhere between November 248 and early December 247 Zenon is discharged by 
Apollonios (P. Cairo Zen. V 59832, l. 4-5). The management of the estate comes into the 
hands of a new manager Eukles and his secretary Apollonios (ORRIEUX 1980). At about the 
same time, on 28 January 246, Ptolemy III succeeds his father as king, and at the most a year 
and a half later Zenon's former superior, the minister Apollonios, disappears from the political 
scene. End of 244 his estate welcomes a new manager, Bion, but at the latest in 243 the estate 
returns to the fisc.  

Zenon does not return to his hometown Kaunos, but stays as a respected private citizen in 
Philadelpheia. As manager of the ministerial domain he had taken care of his own business 
and now he continues doing so. He invests in several enterprises, such as tax farming and 
lending money at interest. Already from 256 on he rents and exploits almost 1000 hectares of 
small estates of soldiers who do not want to cultivate their land themselves. Zenon also needs 
pack and draught animals, which he can rent to farmers for a profit, and he owns some 
bathhouses. These are profitable and not expensive to build. From 251 on he invests in 
smaller live stock: sheep, goats and pigs are raised in large numbers. Zenon shows 
furthermore some interest in viniculture, as befitting a real Greek, but he confines himself to 
the production of wine for his own use and that of his friends.  

Zenon's personal papers keep on piling up till March 240. Afterwards he hands over his 
elaborate archive probably to Apollonios, the former secretary of Eukles and possibly the 
brother of Zenon. Zenon remains active at least for another ten years. His last sign of life 
dates from 14 February 229 (Pap. Lugd. Bat. XX Suppl. E, a text which is arguably part of 
the archive). In November or December of that same year the archive closes, with a royal 
decree as the most recent document (C. Ord. Ptol. 28), addressing people with properties (or 
their administrators) for tax purposes. 

In this phase, the following parts of Zenon's archive came into being (see App. 1): 

* Apollonios' dossier of the estate (0,8%), 248/247 till 243 BC: After Zenon's dismissal the 
dossier is not kept by the managers Eukles and Bion themselves, but by the secretary 
Apollonios. Therefore this dossier contains a letter of Eukles himself, addressed to his 
secretary. When in 243 the estate ceases to exist, the dossier comes into the hands of Zenon, 
who after all has been the main manager of the estate: the secretary Apollonios apparently 
gave this dossier to his brother (?) Zenon. Hence it becomes part of the large Zenon archive. 

* Zenon's personal papers (Phases III and IV) (26,3%), April 256 till shortly after March 240 
BC. 

Zenon's personal dossier shows how he managed his own means. In phase III private 
enterprising is an important side activity, in phase IV it becomes Zenon's main activity. Most 
productive was 248, a year of serious financial troubles for Zenon. The last documents of this 

                                                
10 For the texts of this phase, see Pestman 1980, p. 179-183, fifth and sixth period. 
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dossier, two letters addressed to Zenon, are dated to Febr./March 240 (P. Mich. Zen. 55; PSI 
IV 392). It is, though, not always easy to decide which documents belong to Zenon’s personal 
papers or to Apollonios’ dossier of the estate; FRANKO (1988) questions ORRIEUX’ attibution 
of texts to these dossiers. 

* Dossier of Anonymous (c. 0,5%), after March 240 till end of 229 BC. 

Shortly after 240 Zenon hands over all his papers from phases I to IV to an unknown person. 
It is certainly someone having close ties with him. The dossier even contains a letter from 
Zenon to the nomarches or head of the district Achoapis (P. Lond. VII 2019). Possibly the 
Anonymous is Apollonios, Zenon's brother (?), the former secretary of the estate and now 
perhaps secretary of Achoapis (PESTMAN 1980, p. 182, n. 11). Whoever the new owner is, he 
adds a few documents to the archive. 

Zenon is not the only nor the last owner of what we call the archive of Zenon. Anonymous 
kept the archive for some further ten years. In theory, we should name it the ‘archive of 
Zenon and Anonymous’ or, if we accept the identification of Anonymous and Zenon's brother 
(?) Apollonios, the ‘archive of the two brothers’. Since, however, the dossier of Anonymous 
not even covers 0,5% of the whole, it is appropriate to keep the current name 'archive of 
Zenon'. 

 TYPOLOGY (see App. 2) 

The archive of the business manager contains numerous incoming documents, such as letters 
addressed to his superior Apollonios, to Zenon, to his predecessor (Panakestor) or successors 
(Eukles and Bion), or to their employees. To these incoming documents should be added 
letters addressed to a third party, but which have been forwarded to Apollonios, Zenon etc. 
either for their information or their further investigation (PESTMAN 1980, p. 186). Hence, the 
huge portion of letters in the archive (almost 40%). Surprisingly, some outgoing letters are 
found as well, for which PESTMAN (1980, p. 185) seeks an explanation; Pap. Lugd. Bat. XX 
56, e.g., a letter by Zenon, contained too many mistakes and was not sent.  

Petitions constitute about 10% of the archive, though they are as a rule outgoing documents. 
Some of these were probably forwarded to the archive owner, others were drafts by the latter 
(PESTMAN 1980, p. 190). P. Cairo Zen. V 59832 (after 245-244 BC), for instance, is a draft 
with numerous corrections and additions; the petition informs us on the discharge of Zenon 
and on the measures taken after the estate of Apollonios had been returned to the state, 
measures which also affect Zenon. 

A further 10% of the archive is composed of accounts and lists, internal documents, such as 
accounts dealing with corn allowances (sitometria, see PESTMAN 1980, p. 194; REEKMANS 
1966). A remarkable list is that of Zenon’s cloths kept in a chest; these are classified 
according to type: one garment, several short mantles (chlamydes), tunics (chitones), outer 
garments (himatia), pillowcases, socks and girdles. Some cloths are new, others have been 
washed, are worn or half worn (P. Cair. Zen. I 59092). 

Receipts (c. 3,7%) have been filed either by the payer (Panakestor, Zenon or their employees) 
or by the payee (Zenon) (PESTMAN 1980, p. 192-193). Several of these receipts are double 
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documents, with a scriptura interior that was sealed, and a scriptura exterior that was left 
open. Among these receipts we find some of the few bilingual papyri of the archive: Pap. 
Lugd. Bat. XX 1-8 and 11-13. These receipts were written twice in Greek (once in the 
scriptura interior, once in the scriptura exterior), to which a Demotic version was added, 
destined for the Egyptian workmen. 

Contracts constitute a minority (c. 1,7%) and most of these belong to the files of the buyer, 
lessor or creditor (except for PSI IV 385 and V 509), i.e. Zenon, his predecessor or 
successors, or their employees. P. Cairo Zen. III 59340 (247 BC), e.g., is a two-year lease of 
144 goats by Iason, an employee of Zenon, who invested in smaller livestock. The annual rent 
is fixed at 216 six-months-old kids.  

Few literary texts are found (c. 0,8%), among these two epitaphs for Zenon’s hunting dog 
Tauron, who had saved his master form a wild boar (P. Cairo Zen. IV 59532 = LDAB 
6935),11 a lyric or tragic fragment with musical notation (P. Cairo Zen. IV 59533 = LDAB 
6931) and a list of books for Zenon’s brother Epharmostos, who studied in Alexandria (P. 
Col. Zen. II 60, see FGrHist 124 T 33 bis (IIIB, p. 743); this is stricto sensu not a literary text) 
(PESTMAN 1980, p. 189). Among the miscellaneous texts, we mention three covers for one or 
more documents, describing briefly the content (P. Lond. VII 2120, 2133 and maybe 2187). 

In order to classify the large amount of papers, Zenon endorsed numerous letters, mentioning 
the place and date of receipt, and the subject. Hence scholars are able to reconstruct Zenon’s 
whereabouts, especially when he travelled in the Delta as private secretary of Apollonios (see 
above, Phase II).12 

Zenon’s family life is not well documented. Some family members still lived in the Carian 
city of Kaunos, but sometimes visited Zenon. The best known visit is that of his father 
Agreophon.13 Zenon had two brothers who also lived in Egypt, a younger brother called 
Epharmostos, who studied in Alexandria and died young, and another one bearing the 
common name Apollonios. Zenon was apparently not married. 

Archive texts C. Ord. Ptol. 27-28; P. Bingen 29-30; P. Cairo Zen. I 59002-59139; P. Cairo Zen. II 59140-
59217, 59219-59297; P. Cairo Zen. III 59298-59363, 59365-59373, 59375-59384, 59386-
59391, 59393-59453, 59455-59531; P. Cairo Zen. IV 59532-59800; P. Cairo Zen. V 59801-
59853; P. Col. Zen. I 2-59; P. Col. Zen. II 60-118; P. Cornell 1-3; P. Hamb. I 27, 105-117; P. 
Heid. Gr. 1796 ined.; P. Iand. Zen. 1-82; Pap. Lugd. Bat. XX 1-39, 41-76 b; P. Lond. VII 
1930-1985, 1987-2014, 2016-2187; P. Mich. Zen. 1-120; P. Ryl. Gr. IV 554-571; P. Strasb. 
Gr. IX 801; P. Wisc. II 77-78; P. XV. Congr. 6-12; P. Zen. Dem. 1-22; PSI IV 322-432; PSI V 
483-548; PSI VI 551-678; PSI VII 854-868; PSI VIII 975-976; PSI IX 1011-1012; p. lx a & 
b; PSI XIII 1351-1354; SB XIV 11590, 11639; SB XVI 12810-12812; SB XVIII 13616-

                                                
11 T.W. Pepper, ‘A Patron and a Companion: Two Animal Epitaphs for Zenon of Caunos (P. Cair. Zen. IV 59532 = 
SH 977)’, in T. Gagos (ed.) / A. Hyatt (Ass. Ed.), Proceedings of the 25th International Congress of Papyrology. Ann 
Arbor, July 29 - August 4, 2007 (= ASP. Special Edition), Ann Arbor, 2010, p. 605-622. 
12 For these dockets, see Pestman 1980, p. 264-268. 
13 H. Hauben, ‘Les vacances d'Agréophon (253 av. J.-C.)’, CdE 60 (1985), p. 102-108. 
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13617; SB XX 14621-14624, 14640; SB XXII 15228-15229, 15237, 15276-15278, 15462, 
15557, 15802-15803; SB XXVI 16503-16505, 16635-16636; uncertain: P. Cairo Zen. I 
59001; P. Cairo Zen. II 59218; P. Cairo Zen. III 59364, 59374, 59385, 59392, 59454; Pap. 
Lugd. Bat. XX 40; XX Suppl. E; P. Lond. VII 1986, 2015; P. Yale I 45; SB XXII 15709; ZPE 
186 (2013), p. 247-250. 

Text types Letters (39,8%), petitions (10,2%), contracts e.a. (1,7%), receipts (3,5%), accounts (10,5%), 
literary texts (0,8%), other texts (33,5%), see in more detail PESTMAN 1980, p. 171-194, 
containing an exhaustive typological survey = incoming, outgoing and internal documents. 

Appendices App. 1. The subsections of the Zenon archive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

App. 2. Typology of the Zenon texts 
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